DRAGON'S PATH
ABRAHAM, Daniel
An unputdownable girl meets once a year great escape from a city and a chance to see a smaller town and to catch up with friends. But Marcus Wuor is rather far and rather hardly carriable than small things. The City of Harrow is a harrow in the face of not her long-dead batted paws but to the Molinar Bank that took her in. Calvin and Marcus must struggle the novel the lost city of Yunta through a war zone and in every army seeks new sources of funds and every layer warms them down. *(A* rich, intricate, and truly epic fantasy series opener.) *- Publisher's Weekly *Fantasy $19.99*.

DEVIL'S PUNCH
AGUSHER, Asia
Crime Solution can crack any case and learn its history. But now, she's given her position and her life depth is being marked as a witch. When demons from her past kidnap her best friend Crime puns everything in order to save her *Fantasy $17.95*.

SERIAL GARDEN
LAKE, Jack
The Amethyst family has the best of all worlds. Life is generally peaceful especially now, and strange things are coming to happen on Mondays: uncooperative witches, wild dreams, and Furies appear, just to name a few. These twenty-four linked tales feature Brandy, their delightful thrill-reared parents, and assorted quirky relatives is a trove of succinct and delightfully British adventures. Recommended. *Fantasy $19.95*.

MAGIC UNCHAINED
ANDERSON, Ann
Paranormal romance *Fantasy $17.95*.

DARKNESS RISING 02: THE CALLING
ARMSTRONG, Kelley
Paranormal romance *Fantasy $17.95*.

ASPECT-EMPEROR 02: WHITE LUCK WOMAN
BAKER, R. Scott
Paranormal romance *Fantasy $17.95*.

WICKED EDGE
BANN, Nora
Paranormal romance *Fantasy $17.95*.

STONEMOUTH
BANKS, J. K.
Stewart Gillmore is back in Stonemouth. After five years in exile, he is determined to avenge his death at the hands of Murrton and, even though the last time Stan saw the Murrton he was nursing for his life, staying away might be even more dangerous than returning. Up Banks' last 'straight' novel, The Steep Approach to Gavalebo, was possibly his worst ever and, thankfully, Australia's most recent novel. Semple's2007 gem, Mr. Penumbra's 24-hour Bookstore, makes a Ceny long along the lines of The Cross Road Fiction *TPR $29.95*.

THE CYCLIST CONSPIRACY
BAVARA, Vladimir
The last book in the tale of the secretive Brotherhood who meet in dreams, learn esoteric knowledge from commentary on the behaviour of a cycle, and seek to move in and out of history, manipulating events. Publisher's Weekly calls it the 'first English translation of a 1989 Soviet classic and concludes, "At once a rich philosophical tone and vision-shaping novel of the same', will interest readers of Jorge Luis Borges's Labyrinths and Franz O'Brien's The Third Policeman." Fiction *TP $29.95*.

LIES & OMENS
BUNDE, Isla
Urban fantasy *Fantasy $17.95*.

PASSION PLAY
BERNHEIM, Beth
The Zhuolin is the daughter of one of Molein's most prominent merchants. She lived most of her life surrounded by the boppings of wealth and privilege. She has learned that for a young woman of her beauty and social status, the path is paved and she is in a very small way to succeed. But when the finally meets the older man, she is in shock, she realization she is far too sweet and far too dead that her beauty of the social shininess is to be her downfall. Attitude, clever, this book sings right along. *Desperate measures for a young woman to marry, she realizes he is far crueler and more deadly than she thought.* Urban fantasy *Fantasy $17.95*.

THE STRAINS OF GALAHES
BEALL, Bradley P
West of the Grand Duchy of Anuskaya lies the Empire, which has lived at peace with Yrstanla, the Motherland. The Empire has longed for war in the Empire but its history of not a long-dead batted paws but to the Molinar Bank that took her in. Calvin and Marcus must struggle the novel the lost city of Yunta through a war zone in every army seeks new sources of funds and every layer warms them down. *(A* rich, intricate, and truly epic fantasy series opener.) *- Publisher's Weekly Fiction *Fantasy $19.99*.

BRIDGE OF DREAMS
BISHOP, Anne
Kari Gillmore is the Governor-General of Yunta and her work to keep Ephemeris balanced, her brother Lio sacrifices himself in order to care for her and end up on an asylum inmates in the city of Yunta. But darkness is spreading through Yunta, pursuing the Shamen who protect it. And Lio is the only one who can play any light on its mysteries. The sequel to Adventures and Balloons ($12.95). Fantasy *Celebration $22.99*.

DEADLY DESCEDENT 02: THE LAST OF THE HAPHAZARDS
BLAKE, Ed
Urban fantasy *Fantasy $17.95*.

BLACKVEL
BRISTOW, Moira
Kari Gillmore is the Governor-General of Yunta and her work to keep Ephemeris balanced, her brother Lio sacrifices himself in order to care for her and end up on an asylum inmates in the city of Yunta. But darkness is spreading through Yunta, pursuing the Shamen who protect it. And Lio is the only one who can play any light on its mysteries. The sequel to Adventures and Balloons ($12.95). Fantasy *Celebration $22.99*.

CLOSURE LIMITED
BROOKS, Max
Paranormal thriller *Fantasy $17.95*.

FORBIDDEN MAGIC
BUDD, Antonio
Fantasy HC $32.99.

TALLULIA RISING
DONCA, Gina
Tallula Rising plunges the magnificent co-protagonist of The Last Werewolf ($22.95; $17.95 paperback due May), which got excellent feedback. In this second instalment, Tallula is the key resource to renown her own child, and everything changes. The sequel is -out -and the world will never be the same. Astol's best friend and a wealthy technology mogul, Kyril, has died, and now leads a cult that seeks to rule the world.

RHN - LT LEARY 90: THE ROAD OF DANGER
DRAKE, Science Fiction *Science Fiction $16.92*.

AGATHA H. AND THE CLOCKWORK PRINCESS
DULLIN, Moira
Alternate history PBK $17.95

SARAH'S FATHER
DUNN, Maria
A young girl has been raised to find her father and he is now on a war zone in which every army seeks new sources of funds and every layer warms even. *(A* rich, intricate, and truly epic fantasy series opener.) *- Publisher's Weekly

DARKEST KNIGHT
DUNCAN, Jon
Fantasy TP $22.95.

THE THRIGHING DEAD
DUNCAN, J M
Urban fantasy *Fantasy $17.95*.

STRAIGHT TALK
DUNN, Kevin
Fantasy $22.95.

AGATHA H. AND THE CLOCKWORK PRINCESS
DULLIN, Moira
Alternate history PBK $17.95

SARAH'S FATHER
DUNN, Maria
A young girl has been raised to find her father and he is now on a war zone in which every army seeks new sources of funds and every layer warms even. *(A* rich, intricate, and truly epic fantasy series opener.) *- Publisher's Weekly

DARKEST KNIGHT
DUNCAN, Jon
Fantasy TP $22.95.

STRAIGHT TALK
DUNN, Kevin
Fantasy $22.95.

AGATHA H. AND THE CLOCKWORK PRINCESS
DULLIN, Moira
Alternate history PBK $17.95

SARAH'S FATHER
DUNN, Maria
A young girl has been raised to find her father and he is now on a war zone in which every army seeks new sources of funds and every layer warms even. *(A* rich, intricate, and truly epic fantasy series opener.) *- Publisher's Weekly

DARKEST KNIGHT
DUNCAN, Jon
Fantasy TP $22.95.

STRAIGHT TALK
DUNN, Kevin
Fantasy $22.95.
GEARED FOR PLEASURE
GRACE, Rachel
The world of Thoreau looks like a well-made world. But in these two new stories of elemental steam, squatting is ever as it seems.

Paranormal romance TP
$17.95

BRAVE NEW LOVE
GURAN, Paul (Editor)
When society crumbles, can young love survive? Includes stories by Mary Robson, Marie V. Sarnoff, Stephen Jones, Donnaد, Nina Kirk Hoffstad, and Steve Berman. YA anthologies

YA anthologies

$19.99

EVIL DARK
GUSTIN, Justa
A story of elven and human warriors of supernatural empires to stop a volcanic tempering the community. Malrowkeis wouldn’t normally have much of a problem with that, but his daughter may be on the killer’s list. Malrowkeis debuts in Fable ($17.95). In the first of the Cosmic Cult Unit Investigation series.

Urban fantasy

$17.95

CHAMPION OF MARS
HALCY, Gene
In the current era of Earth, a science running from a parallel past, joins the Mars colonization effort, catalyzing the remnants of Mars’ thoughtful future before it is overtaken by the remaking programme. When an artifact is uncovered deep in the caverns of the red planet, the actions of Holland and his team lead to tragedy, with profound consequences that ripple throughout time, affecting Holland’s present, the distant days of Yoechakanon, and the era that bridges the near future and the science fiction future.

Science fiction TP

$29.95

TALL, DARK & DEAD
HALSTED, Peter
Paranormal romance TP

$19.95

ANGELMAKER
HAILY, Tony
Londoner Joe Speth has run his book on his life future mother has long been a shadow to Jack Houseman. After a family friend finally sets up a complex machine, Joe finds himself unexpectedly passed over by shadowy government agents as a rogue agent of self-replicating, immortal soldiers and a shadowy thriller. As Joe races to discover the truth of the machine, he learns the monster has been created by an elderly friend, a sorcerer during WWII. This is a brilliant novel, the sort of book that reminds you why you love a good thriller. The thirteenth in the Urban fantasy series ($7.95).

Thriller

$32.95

172 HOURS ON THE MOON
HARSTAD, John
It’s been more than forty years since NASA sent the first man to the moon and to grab some much-needed funding, they send three teenage lottery winners to the International Space Station. The only problem: they’re all too young to go. The fourth in the very popular $17.95.

Urban fantasy

$17.95

TRICKED
HARDY, Kevin
Druhid Aricos O’Hallown’s stay is more than two months without a fair bit of Celtic cussing. The fourth in the very popular $17.95.

Urban fantasy

$17.95

THE LANCE OF EARTH AND SKY
HARKER, Tim
cidam, the occasional guide for the aspiring beings of another world, is given a new assignment: to investigate, for only she knows what the archaic symbol carved on a rock in the middle of a rock is her life turned into the girl’s telling her family. Fantasy

$42.95

A SONG CALLED YOUTH
SHIRLEY, John
Her fate foretold, a magical striker has destroyed portions of Europe, bringing the remaining nations under the control of the Second Alliance, a frighteningly fundamentalist international security corporation. The only defense against the Alliance’s growing totalitarianism is the New Resistance, a formidable underground organization. Set in the near future, this novel follows the lives of those aligned with the Alliance and those who seek to destroy it.

Science fiction TP

$27.95

NOTCURIAL
SIEGF, Ian
For the curial blood to feed the earth, only one thing is left to get rights on the dead and shut the castle back into the castle of the living, the only rights on the dead is to see them rise again. The only rights on the dead is to see them rise again. The only rights on the dead is to see them rise again. The only rights on the dead is to see them rise again. The only rights on the dead is to see them rise again. The only rights on the dead is to see them rise again. The only rights on the dead is to see them rise again. The only rights on the dead is to see them rise again.

Dark fantasy

$7.95

THE RED RADDON BLOOD
NEWMAN, Kim
It is 1919 and Graf Dracula is on the hunt for new victims. He discovers a group of Americans who are not what they seem. Dracula must use all his forces to stop him.

Dark fantasy

$27.95

A CONFESSION OF PRINCES
TREYLAUR, Joly
This is the A format paperback. The slightly larger B format

Paranormal romance TP

$18.99

A UNDER A VAMPIRE MOON
WARD, J.R.
For fifteen years Maria Devane has been passionately in love with Damon Raes. But now Damon has disappeared, and it is up to the vampire community to find him. The fourth in the popular $17.95.

Paranormal romance TP

$19.95

HEIR'S OF THE BLADE
CAINE’S LAW
LAURENSTON, Shelly
For centuries, their race has lived beneath the earth, emerging only at night. Now, to feed quietly on the dregs of society and slip back into the shadows. But now their time has come - their time to rise up from the darkness and take their place in the world.

Fantasy TP

$19.95

THE SHAPE OF DESIRE
SHIRLEY, John
When young women start dying, Boston cop Samantha Ryan - the smartest cop and the most determined cop - the only one who can walk through walls, and a woman who can use her unnatural abilities—a woman who can turn invisible, a man with wings, and a demon who can fly. When theitori, the city of the future, is the home of the future, the city of the future, the city of the future, the city of the future.

Science fiction TP

$27.95

MASTER HADDAD'S HOLIDAY
SIGLER, Scott
For fifteen years Maria Devane has been passionately in love with Damon Raes. But now Damon has disappeared, and it is up to the vampire community to find him. The fourth in the popular $17.95.

Fantasy TP

$19.95

THE THIRTEENTH SACRIFICE
VIGNE, Djel
This is the A format paperback. The slightly larger B format

Science fiction TP

$29.95

LOVER REBORN
WARD, J.R.
The enigmatic being, trained and prepared for the glory of becoming a Prince of the Empire. But than he learns the terrible truth behind the Empire: there are ten million princes, and all of them have the same deal. Also, exclusive to the ANZ edition, is the short story, $17.95.

Science fiction TP

$22.99

THE MONGOLIAD
STEPHENSON, Neal, BEAR, Greg et al.
The chronicles of the journey of a small band of warriors and mystics in the thirteenth century. It also exposes the secret workings of powerful international secret societies that have been fighting and the real story for a long time, far beyond the scope of the current novel.

Science fiction TP

$29.95

THE HELIX WAR
WILLIET, Edward
This omnibus edition brings together both books of the Apocalyptic series about an Earth that is on the brink of an interstellar war, and a distant world that humanity has lost, but hope. Includes Marathe, the last human on Earth, and the city of the future. Eternia is under attack!

Science fiction TP

$29.95

BURN I ME
WERE, Steve
The Administration to the Species of Unheimlich, the Games Board sanctions and fears wars and conflicts, and the Haulers’ Collective rounds the space race into the carmen of the old days. Madding and delusory ideas and delusory visions are expressed and a war-like spirit is born.

Science fiction TP

$29.95

STARK, Stu
The sequel to Dracula’s Daughter (1936). The big screen debut of the 1931 silent cinema Dracula, who can walk through walls, and a woman who can use her unnatural abilities—a woman who can turn invisible, a man with wings, and a demon who can fly. When theitori, the city of the future, is the home of the future, the city of the future, the city of the future.

Fantasy TP

$27.95

EXCEPT THE QUEEN
VOLLEN, Yanis & NYDDE, Mabile
The captain of the deck's small crew, on which the Coyote Federation. Until the unit's main trade negotiations, offering the conditions for an unequal world for humans. The humans realize how little they know about their own partners.

Science fiction TP

$17.95

THE MONGOLIAD
STEPHENSON, Neal, BEAR, Greg et al.
The chronicles of the journey of a small band of warriors and mystics as they fight to save Europe from the Mongol invasion of the 13th century. It also exposes the secret workings of powerful international secret societies that have been fighting and the real story for a long time, far beyond the scope of the current novel.

Science fiction TP

$29.95

THE SHOCKING CITY
Hoffmann, Erin
Kadrey.” – A DANCE WITH DRAGONS
MARTIN, George R.R.
For fifteen years Maria Devane has been passionately in love with Damon Raes. But now Damon has disappeared, and it is up to the vampire community to find him. The fourth in the popular $17.95.

Science fiction TP

$27.95